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the economy of prestige, a crib sheet

We need an analysis that takes the prize seriously on its own best terms, recog-
nizing the high ideals and good faith of many of its participants, while also rec-
ognizing that those ideals and that faith are themselves part of a social system of
competitive transaction and exchangewhich prizes serve and bymeans ofwhich
all cultural value is produced. (7–8)
The artistic performance does not in itself secure any particular apprehension
of aesthetic value. But a prize serves the purpose admirably. While it cannot
produce perfect agreement as to the value of this or that artist or work…it does
produce, largely in the form of a negative reaction, agreement as to the special,
nontemporal value of art as such. For it invariably becomes the occasion for
disputes over how accurately the value has been gauged and how legitimately
the sponsors and judges may claim the authority to perform the calculation—
disputes whose rhetoric is predicated on, and so can only reinforce, faith in the
symbolic economy of pure gifts. (53)
By creating awards for themselves, usually but not always under the auspices of
amore or less formal professional association, and then by pressing these awards
aggressively into the public view, practitioners of a new, neglected, minor, or
otherwise less than fully legitimate artistic form assert their desire for wider
recognition, for a better place on the cultural field as a whole. (63)

third culture

Theproblem of sociology is that, although it may imitate the natural sciences, it
can never become a true natural science of society; but if it abandons its scien-
tific orientation it draws perilously close to literature. Sociology’s precarious sit-
uation as a kind of ‘third culture’ between the natural sciences on the one hand
and literature and the humanities on the other was exacerbated by the fact that
the intellectual traditions of theEnlightenment and the counter-Enlightenment
struggled with one another over its destiny.
Wolf Lepenies, Between Literature and Science: The Rise of Sociology, trans. R. J. Hollingdale
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), 7.
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Program Book,World Science Fiction Convention, Melbourne, Australia, August 14–17,
1975. FANAC FanHistory Project. Right: illustration by James Shull.

odo on fandom?

It seems to me we can grow and change, and welcome growth and change, with-
out losing our solidarity, because the solidarity of the science fiction community
is a really extraordinary thing.
Ursula K. Le Guin, Guest of Honor speech at the World Science Fiction Con-
vention, Melbourne, Australia, August 14, 1975. FANAC Fan History Project.
YouTube.
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http://fanac.org/conpubs/Worldcon/Aussiecon%20One/Aussiecon%201%20PB.pdf#view=Fit
https://youtu.be/Deuas-AuzbU
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